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CASPER
COMPANY
TURNS 30!

Casper Company’s Founder, Roger Casper

Written By: Mary Montgomery

Whether cutting concrete or dismantling an entire building,
Casper Company has your project covered. 2014 marks 30 years
in business for the privately-owned, family operation that has
come a long way from its humble beginnings.

Established in 1984, Casper Company started out as

6

of the College Grove Shopping Mall – its largest building
the family concrete cutting business of husband and wife demolition project to date at the time. “This project was a
team Roger and Alice Casper. Alice handled the adminis- big stepping stone; it put us on the map,” said Roger.
Another large capital demolition project followed in
trative and accounting duties, while Roger performed the
1987
for Sony Corporation in Rancho Bernardo, which had
field work and sales, and their office was the garage of
a domino effect on the company’s growth and success. The
their home.
“I was basically in my garage, making a lot of calls,” Sony campus was a major project for 15 years, ending with
Roger said. “I’d hire one or two guys as projects came Casper Company completely demolishing and excavating
along. Soon I had a dozen guys working for me, so I rented the nearly 1-million-square-foot Sony Trinitron production
complex. That first demolition job for Sony in 1987 was piva little shop in La Mesa.”
By the late 1980s, the company’s primary focus was otal for Casper Company and several new full-time employstill concrete cutting, though they were fielding more re- ees were hired, many of whom are still with the company
quests for concrete break up and disposal. It wasn’t long today.
“It was a big jump; at one point we had 12 employees,
before the transition to construction demolition occurred.
In 1986, Casper Company landed the big job of demolition
CASPER Continues on Page 8
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Casper Company Clears Way for New
Marine Facility Pier and Berthing Wharf
at Scripps Institute for Oceanography

One of Casper Company’s current jobs is the demolition of the Nimitz Marine Facility Pier at the Scripps Institue of Oceanography. Built in the 1960’s, the pier has long surpassed it’s projected lifespan, but deterioated
under the waves of seawater. The decaying pier was only able to support 20 percent of the weight it was originally designed to handle, forcing Scripps to use cranes on shore to transfer supplies from docked ships. The 110
Meter long finger pier docked up to 7 ships used for oceanic exploration and research and served a vital role at
the institute. Realizing the safety and concerns for docked ships and it’s crews, Scripps approved a $25.5 Million renovation. Casper Company plays a crucial role in demolition of the pier and 85 meter Quay wall with little
contamination to ocean waters as possible to make way for the new wharf and pier. One of the tools Casper is
using, is a new concrete wire saw, one of only 2 in the county!

2014 Casper Company Picnic

Casper Company crews are available 24/7 to serve any
concrete
cutting, demolition or hazardous-materials abatethen we soon had 24, then we employed over 50 people,”
said Roger. “By that time business was good, and Alice and ment need, from the first concrete cut to the last cleanup.
I decided we better have something else to talk about at The company’s services include: asphalt and concrete cuthome, other than work, so she transitioned out of the busi- ting, core drilling, wall sawing; the tractor division, responsible for supplying and operating the huge equipment used
ness, putting in place a new administrative team.”
By 1995, the company had 80 employees. Still special- to tear down entire buildings; the soft demo division that
izing in concrete cutting, Casper Company soon expanded removes interior building sites with skilled precision; and
the hazmat division, handling everything from soil remeditheir business to include interior and soft demolition.
“If there are going to be any problems on a job, it’s likely ation to mold, lead paint and asbestos removal.
For asphalt and concrete cutting, the company has an
to be during demolition, usually the most dangerous porarray
of gas and electric saws available for any cutting
tion of the project,” said Roger. As demolition activities
adapted to evolving standards on the handling and safe depth. The company provides core drilling for interior or
disposal of hazardous materials, Casper Company devel- exterior spaces up to 42-inches in diameter and various
oped a skilled team capable of offering a full-service ap- depths and wall sawing for the most complex openings
proach for clients looking for a cost-effective approach.
Today, Casper Company employs 200 individuals. In addition to Bill Haithcock as President, the current executive
team includes Ken Ringer, Senior V.P.; Steve Casper, V.P.;
Greg Casper, V.P. HazMat Division, and Isabel Marocco,
C.F.O. Each of these executives has been with the company
for a minimum of 20 years each.
“Our employees are key; they are why we’ve been successful,” said Roger.
Safety is paramount to Casper Company. Integrated
into each operation is the practice of a total safety culture
– communicating about wellness on the job, employing a
dedicated safety officer, ongoing and extensive training
and implementation and enforcement of the Casper Company Injury and Illness Prevention Program.
Casper Company recently hosted their annual safety
fair for all employees and their family members. Participation in the event is voluntary and is geared towards the entire family. “We had more than 300 people attend this year,
and there were a lot of little kids running around with their
families,” said Roger. “We had vendors participate by presenting tool and product demonstrations; we invited the local
fire department and had a huge barbeque, it was great.”
CASPER Continued from Page 6
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using hydraulic, air and hi-cycle equipment. Casper Company’s new wire saw brings ideal applications to include
structures that are too thick or too large for conventional
cutting means, tight areas, and submerged locations. Also
licensed and bonded to remediate hazardous materials,
the company’s skilled technicians are able to respond to
any hazardous materials abatement plan, whether encapsulation, enclosure or removal.
Casper Company crews work with surgical precision to
remove interior build outs, making way for modernization
and reuse. Among their more notable demolition projects
is the former Shamu stadium exhibit at Sea World San Diego. Prior to its remodel, the 5,000-seat stadium featured
a Pacific Northwest theme with three-story high totem
poles constructed of a concrete superstructure. Casper
Company successfully removed the totem poles, core-drilling each into 10-foot sections and carefully removing them
by crane, avoiding any contamination to poolside venue
and its most famous attraction – Shamu the killer whale.
Businesses throughout Southern California count on
Casper Company to handle their major construction and
modification projects. The company’s ability to manage
challenging projects, often requiring careful planning and
management, has placed Casper Company a cut above the
competition. Congratulations on 30 years in business!

toolshedrentals.com

Escondido • CA

SALES & RENTALS • DELIVERY AVAILABLE • OPEN SATURDAYS

2002 CAT 320CL Stk# 2104, S/N 1998 CAT D6R Stk# 2158, S/N
NB02402, 6699 Hrs, Q/D Coupler, 3ZN00661, 5033 Hrs, Multi-Shank
Aux Hyd, A/C, Tier 1..........$69,900 Ripper, Good Carriage, Tier 1.$115,000

2007 CAT 950H Stk# 2270, S/N
5K00934, 3480 Hrs, OROPS, Well
Maintained, Good Rubber...$124, 900

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT GARY HAWTHORNE: (760) 644-6493

Located at 156 W. Mission • Escondido • CA • 92025
760.466.7790
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Effective Presentation Skills
for Project Managers

Learn interactive verbal communication skills
and practical writing tips to help get your
point across, how to make a commanding
presentation to win any case, and how to
develop and present dynamic proposals.

TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE:
· Planning a successful presentation

Women’s Construction Coalition
Hosts A Summer Mixer and Update
on WCC’s Mentoring Efforts
On August 19, 2014 the Women’s Construction Coalition (WCC) hosted a “Summer Mixer & Mentoring Event”
at the Red Sail Inn overlooking the marina on Shelter
Island. The relaxed atmosphere over-looking the water
provided a great opportunity for networking with WCC
members and other industry professionals, as well as an
opportunity to learn more about the WCC’s Mentoring Efforts. Attendees learned about the establishment of the
Julia Morgan Society Clubs for young women and men at
Santana High, Patrick Henry High and San Diego High
school and starting this year, Hoover High School. WCC
volunteers help arrange industry speakers, jobsite visits,
and assistance with scholarship and resume building,
etc. WCC’s presence in the high schools helps support
the need for more women to enter the industry, which will
fill the need for a more diverse skilled workforce.
Recently, WCC was awarded an ‘Inspiring Future
Leaders’ grant from SDGE. Congratulations to WCC and
their Mentoring Committee! For more details about the
Women’s Construction Coalition and its mentoring efforts, visit WCC’s website at wccsd.org.

· Understand the basics of communication
· Why Communication Within a Company is So
Difficult
· Why Good / Complete Communication =
Project Success
· Learn the three levels of Communication
· Case studies will be discussed
· How can a presentation assist in complete
communication
· Know your audience
· Target your Objective
· Prepare Material
· Outline Major Points

Dates & Locations
San Diego, CA
Los Angeles, CA
TIME:
Thurs, Sept 18, 2014 8:00 AM Friday, Sept 19, 2014
Doubletree Hotel Circle
Doubletree Los Angeles
TO
1515 Hotel Circle South
120 S. Los Angeles St.
4:00 PM San Diego, CA 92108
Los Angeles, CA 90012

$299 Per Seminar
To register and view the complete
PM Series Schedule, VISIT:

www.sdcassociates.com
SDC & Associates, Inc.

9150 Chesapeake Dr. Ste. 190,
San Diego, CA 92123
P: (800) SDC-3996 F: (800) SDC-3997
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Foundation for Electrical Construction, Inc. Announces
SDSU as Finalist for Green Energy Challenge
San Diego State University NECA/SDSU Student Chapter,
has been selected by ELECTRI International as one of three
finalists to compete in the national 2014 Green Energy Challenge. The Aztec Energy Design-Build team advance to the
final round where they will represent the National Electrical
Contractors Association (NECA) San Diego Chapter and San
Diego State University in competition against the other finalists, Colorado State University and Iowa State University in
Chicago on September 27th. The competition included construction management and engineering students who actively
participate in their university’s Student Chapter of the National Electrical Contractors Association.
For the 2014 Competition, NECA Student Chapter teams were challenged to conduct a detailed analysis of a building and provide recommendations for energy efficiency improvements. The focus of the Challenge was to select a student use facility,
conduct an energy audit of the building's power and lighting systems, and design and
propose a retrofit for both. The NECA/SDSU team took the competition a step further,
by identifying a project on the campus of Kearny High School and engaging a class of
ninth grade students from the Stanley E. Foster School of Engineering, Innovation and
Design program (formally CTA). The Aztec Energy Design-Build team’s final proposal
also benefited by the involvement of industry partners; SDG&E, the California Center
for Sustainable Energy, the San Diego Electrical Training Center and a host of NECA
member electrical contractors.
Team Advisors:

NECA/SDSU Aztec
Energy Design-Build
team members include:

NECA Student Chapter Faculty
Advisor- Thais da C.L. Alves PH.D.
Associate Professor

Aaron Nickovich
Gustavo Maldonado
Norberto Ruvalcaba
Tim McElwee
Charles Plank
Masha Volhina
Ryan Badertscher
Keith Walsh
12
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San Diego State UniversityDepartment of Civil, Construction
and Environmental Engineering.
J.R. Filanc Construction Engineering
and Management Program
Karen Prescott-Loeffler San Diego
NECA
AUGUST 2014
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NEWS
TESLA is close
to finding new
‘Gigafactory’ site

Tesla Motors has been searching for
a spot to build it’s giant factory for
producing lithium batteries for it’s
electric cars. The ‘gigafactory’ is a
$4-$5 Billion project at an estimated
10 million square feet. Tesla has been
looking at sites in Arizona, California,
New Mexico and Texas but is seriously considering a site just outside of
Reno, Nevada.

Construction workers
rescue Trapped kayakers

In Newburyport, Massachusetts,
three Walsh Construction workers at
the Whittier Bridge construction site
noticed two kayakers headed for trouble. Due to strong currents and an approaching storm, the kayakers veered
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A section of interesting construction
related news from around the country

of course and right into a barge and out the state.
became trapped. The workers lowered
a rope and rescued the trapped kayak- New Hybrid Generator
Dramatically Cuts Fuel
ers, saving both their lives.

There’s Hope for
California’s Drought
and Construction Jobs

Costs

Seattle-based Planetary Power is
developing a new Solar-powered and
diesel Hybrid generator, called HyOn August 13, Governor Jerry Brown Gen. A 60-kW diesel-battery hybrid
signed a A $7.5 billion water infra- generator runs mostly on its lithium
structure bond measure for the Cali- battery packs that uses stored energy
fornia ballot in November. If approved, from the sun, and only uses the diesel
the measure will provide $2.7 billion when it needs to recharge the batfor emergency water storage, $1.5 tery, or under high load. A on-board
billion for water recycling, stormwa- computer automatically switches
ter capture, water efficiency and oth- between the batteries and diesel
er local water supply projects; $900 (or both) to maximize efficiency and
million for groundwater projects; and power output. Planetary Power says it
funds for flood-control and ecosys- can save up to 61% fuel-cost, which
tem restoration. The measure will also can also save on time and additional
help provide some much needed work costs when getting fuel to the work
to contractors and engineers through- site is troublesome.
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Want to see photos from an event?
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Be
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Join today!
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New Mediation Service Aimed at
Construction Dispute Resolution

–and It’s Anything But Typical

BY BRYAN WEAVER OF SCHOLEFIELD MEDIATION

10815 Rancho Bernardo Road Ste 105• SAN DIEGO, CA 92127 • TEL: 858.613.0888
Scholefield Mediation is a new service designed for
resolving construction disputes. What makes Scholefield
Mediation unique is that it gives each of the parties a
chance to tell their side of the story to someone who actually understands construction – and not just to one person,
but to a team consisting of seasoned construction executives, contractors or engineers.
The vision for Scholefield Mediation is well founded. After participating in hundreds of mediations over the years,
Pam Scholefield had plenty of
time to experience the good
and not so good, and she
came up ideas to make the
mediation process more productive for everyone involved.
Scholefield Mediation is the
culmination of those ideas.
“Everything about the
Scholefield Mediation concept is new, from the team
approach to the location in Rancho Bernardo. Even down
to the style of chairs in the rooms, all were planned out in
advance” says Scholefield.
Scholefield believes that mediation can be a positive experience and works hard to prove her point. You won’t find
a receptionist guarding the door, but you will find an inviting lounge area with leather club chairs, big screen TV and
a fully stocked refreshment center.
In the main conference room there is plenty of space
to lay out project plans and drawings, make presentations
and seat as many as 24 people. A lot of thought went into
providing useful space for all participants.
But, it is the break-out rooms that received special attention since everyone spends more time in these rooms
than anywhere else. No cramped mini-conference rooms
here, but instead, a relaxing and private sanctuary for the
parties to feel right at home. Each room is tastefully decorated and furnished with leather club chairs and coffee
tables. Each room has its own HDTV, tune in to Netflix and
Hulu, or just hook up a laptop for group viewing. The fully
760.466.7790

stocked private refrigerators, the imported beer, premium
coffee and healthy snacks all add to the overall experience.
Scholefield believes that the positive experience goes
beyond what is found at the physical location and this often gets overlooked. While she believes it is important to
have a nice place, Scholefield points out that it is more important that the parties have a chance to tell their story to
someone that can understand the problem. How the dispute resolution process is conducted is a very important
part of getting to a fair result.
“Waiting until litigation is imminent really is a little late to start
thinking about an amicable resolution. More than likely, everyone
has already “lawyer-ed up”, and
nobody is backing down. The sooner people decide to go to mediation, the more likely everyone will
be thinking about settling. Having
a place like ours and the right people to help you sort out the issues will really help.” Scholefield adds.
Pam Scholefield is confident that she has turned her
best mediation ideas into reality. San Diego contractors
and construction litigators should be thrilled that there is
another quality choice for resolving construction disputes.
For more information about Scholefield Mediation contact
Bryan Weaver at 858-613-0888 or bryan@ADR-team.com
General Disclaimer
The information in this article is based upon California law and
is for general information only. Any information or analysis presented
here is intended solely to inform and educate the reader on general
issues. Nothing presented or referenced to, regarding facts, documents
or applicable laws, constitutes legal advice. Before acting or relying
on any information, including any information presented here, consult
with a qualified attorney for your specific situation.
Scholefield holds an active PE license in Colorado, an undergraduate
engineering degree from the University of Florida, and received her JD
from the University of San Diego.
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Associated Subcontractors Alliance
2014 Installation and Awards Ceremony

July 23, 2014
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Rookie of the Year:
Kyne Construction

Large GC of the Year:
McCarthy Building Companies

Affiliate of the Year:
Schwartz Semerdijan Ballard
& Cauley LLP

General Contactor of the Year:
Pacific Building Group

Project Manager of the Year:
Mary Bubacz
DPR Construction

Subcontractor of the Year:
Bergelectric Corporation

Superintendent of the Year:
Brian Turner
HenselNEWS
Phelps
CONTRACTOR

ASA Member of the Year:
Toby MacDonald
AUGUST 2014
Western Fire Protectioninfo@contractor-news.com
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Looking for a succession strategy?

Consider an ESOP
By: Glenn M. Gelman & Associates

1940 East 17th Street Santa Ana, CA 92705 Phone: (714) 667-2600 ext. 267
Email: mkarver@gmgcpa.com Website: http://gmgcpa.com
For construction company owners, succession planning can be a challenge. Some
owners give the business to their children,
but that may not be an option for owners
who don't have children working in the company or who need to "cash out" to fund their
retirement. Others may sell the business, either to their children or to third parties, but
a sale may be difficult if their children lack
the necessary resources or they can't find
suitable third-party buyers.

nondiscrimination requirements and contribution limits. They also require an annual
stock valuation by an independent appraiser.

Another option is an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP). An ESOP creates an instant market for your stock. And while it involves transferring ownership to employees,
it's distinguishable from a management or
employee buyout. Unlike a buyout, an ESOP
allows owners to transfer control to the
next generation gradually. It also provides
the business and its owners with significant
tax benefits.

What are the benefits?

What is an ESOP?
An ESOP is a qualified retirement plan,
similar to a 401(k). But unlike 401(k) plans
— which typically invest participants' funds
in a variety of stocks, bonds and mutual
funds — an ESOP invests mainly in company stock. Generally, ESOPs are subject to
the same rules as other qualified plans, including minimum coverage requirements,
20
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Distributions to eligible employees are
made in stock or cash. For closely held companies (which includes most construction
businesses), employees who receive stock
have the right to sell it back to the company
at fair market value (a "put" option) during
certain time windows.

An ESOP enables construction company
owners to cash out without immediately giving up control over the business. Owners'
shares are held in an ESOP trust and voting
rights on most issues (other than mergers,
dissolutions and other "major" transactions)
are exercised by the trustees, who may be
officers or other company insiders.
If the business is a C Corporation and
the ESOP owns at least 30% of its stock,
owners who have held their stock for at
least three years may defer capital gains on
stock sold to the ESOP. To take advantage
of this opportunity, an owner must reinvest
the proceeds (generally within one year) in
"qualified replacement property," which includes most securities issued by U.S. corporations. This allows owners to diversify their

AUGUST 2014
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holdings without recognizing
current gain on the sale of
company stock.
However, keep in mind
that, if selling owners elect
to defer capital gains, ESOP
rules limit the ability of owners and certain family members to participate in the
ESOP or other company retirement plans.
The construction company
can also enjoy significant tax
benefits, particularly with a
"leveraged ESOP." This type
of plan borrows the money it
needs to purchase the owners' stock and the company
makes tax-deductible cash
contributions to cover the
loan payments. The business essentially deducts
its payments for both interest and principal. This is a
big advantage over ordinary
commercial loans, for which
only interest is deductible.
In addition, contributions
to cover interest payments
don't count toward the company's contribution limit,
Gelman Continues on Page 22
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Gelman Continued from page 21

Another disadvantage is that ESOPs are
and certain dividends paid on ESOP shares available only to corporations. A construcare tax-deductible.
tion company organized as a limited liability company (LLC), partnership or sole proWhat are the disadvantages?
prietorship would have to convert to the
corporate form to take adESOPs offer substanvantage of an ESOP, which
tial benefits, but there are
raises a variety of financial
some drawbacks. In addiand tax issues. S corporation to the usual admintions are eligible for ESOPs,
istrative and compliance
but they present their own
costs incurred by qualified
set of pros and cons. (See
retirement plan sponsors,
the sidebar "ESOPs for S
there are costs associatcorporations.")
ed with annual stock valuations and the need to
Planning your exit
repurchase stock from employees who exercise put
Whichever strategy you
options. It's also important to consider the choose, start planning several years before
potential negative impact of ESOP debt and your anticipated departure from the busiother expenses on the company's financial ness. Exit strategies take time to implestatements and bonding capacity.
ment, and the earlier you have your plan in
place, the more likely it is to succeed.
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ESOPs for S corporations
S corporations that establish ESOPs have
several disadvantages — and one major
advantage — over C corporations. On the
down side, owners aren't permitted to defer
gain on the sale of their shares; contributions to cover interest payments do count
toward the contribution limit; and S corporations can't deduct dividends paid on ESOP
shares.
On the up side, however, with proper planning, income passed through to shares held
by an ESOP (a tax-exempt entity) escapes
federal — and in some cases, state — taxes.
If your construction business is organized
as an S corporation and you're considering
an ESOP, consult with your tax advisor to
carefully weigh the pros and cons.

About Glenn M.
Gelman & Associates:
Glenn M. Gelman & Associates (www.
gmgcpa.com) is a premier accounting firm
in Southern California committed to providing superior tax, audit, accounting, strategic
business consulting, litigation support and
business valuation services to private businesses and individuals to enhance profitability, save taxes, improve accountability and
preserve wealth. As a local firm, with national
and international resources, Glenn M. Gelman
& Associates attracts talented and experienced staff members who provide clients with
service that exceeds expectations. For more
information, email: mkarver@gmgcpa.com or
visit http://gmgcpa.com
760.466.7790
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Celebrates 30 Years
at the 2014 Architect,
Designer, Contractor
Industry Mixer

July 22, 2014

California Landscape
Contractors Association
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Hot San Diego Nights
CLC Summer Mixer

custom car and hot rod show
July 29, 2014
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